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ABSTRACT

It has been hypothesized that vegetation phenology may play an important role for the midlatitude climate.

This study investigates the impact of interannual and intraseasonal variations in phenology on European

climate using regional climate model simulations. In addition, it assesses the relative importance of interannual

variations in vegetation phenology and soil moisture on European summer climate.

It is found that drastic phenological changes have a smaller effect on mean summer and spring climate than

extreme changes in soil moisture (roughly 1/4 of the temperature anomaly induced by soil moisture changes).

However, the impact of phenological anomalies during heat waves is found to be more important. Generally,

late and weak greening has amplifying effects and early and strong greening has dampening effects on heat

waves; however, regional variations are found. The experiments suggest that in the extreme hot 2003 (western

and central Europe) and 2007 (southeastern Europe) summers the decrease in leaf area index amplified the

heat wave peaks by about 0.58C for daily maximum temperatures (about half of the effect induced by soil

moisture deficit). In contrast to earlier hypotheses, no anomalous early greening in spring 2003 is seen in the

phenological dataset employed here. Hence, the results indicate that vegetation feedbacks amplified the 2003

heat wave but were not responsible for its initiation. In conclusion, the results suggest that phenology has

a limited effect on European mean summer climate, but its impact can be as important as that induced by soil

moisture anomalies in the context of specific extreme events.

1. Introduction

The land surface and the atmosphere form a coupled

system. Land surface processes can affect climate through

exchanges of water, energy, and chemical compounds

(e.g., Pielke et al. 1998; Arora 2002; Arneth et al. 2010;

Seneviratne et al. 2010). In particular, soil moisture–

vegetation interactions can be critical in affecting these

exchanges. Plants extract water and nutrients from the

soil and exchange CO2 and water through their leaf

stomates. The regulation of these exchanges is driven,

among other factors, by solar radiation, temperature,

soil moisture (SM), and air humidity (e.g., Sellers et al.

1997). In addition, the plants strongly affect the radi-

ative and aerodynamic properties of the land surface,
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which is also relevant for land–climate feedbacks (e.g.,

Betts et al. 2007; Davin and de Noblet-Ducoudr�e 2010).

Vegetation–climate feedbacks have been investigated

on regional and global scales by using climate models as

well as observations. For instance, the conversion of

natural ecosystems into agricultural land affects regional

climate through impacts on surface albedo, radiative

forcing, or the partitioning of available energy into the

sensible (H) and latent heat (lE) fluxes (Pitman et al.

2009; de Noblet-Ducoudr�e et al. 2012). On shorter time

scales, leaf phenology could play a significant role in

vegetation–climate feedbacks (e.g., Bonan 2008, chapter

26.4). For instance, Levis and Bonan (2004) have shown

that the timing of leaf emergence has an impact on

springtime temperature. Depending on prevailing weather

conditions, in mainly temperature and precipitation,

the timing of leaf emergence and senescence as well as

the amount of leaves [expressed as, e.g., leaf area index

(LAI); i.e., the total leaf area per land area (m2m22)] can

vary from year to year (e.g., St€ockli and Vidale 2004).

It has been found that interannual LAI variations

primarily modify the partitioning of net radiation into

sensible and latent heat fluxes, which in turn can in-

fluence local climate conditions (Buermann et al. 2001).

Using a land surface model, Guillevic et al. (2002)

showed that the influence of interannual variability in

LAI on evapotranspiration strongly depends on the re-

gion considered. They found that evapotranspiration is

sensitive to variations in vegetation state in wet regions

that are not densely vegetated. The model used showed

a reduced sensitivity due to a saturation effect over

dense vegetation covers, such as tropical forests. In arid

and semiarid regions the models sensitivity was reduced

due to physiological control linked to environmental

stress. Weiss et al. (2012) showed that a realistic repre-

sentation of vegetation phenology positively influences

the simulation of evapotranspiration. Boussetta et al.

(2012) found that the forecast of near-surface air tem-

perature and humidity is improved when a realistic LAI

from satellite data is used.

Zaitchik et al. (2006) proposed that an early green-up

in spring 2003, due to anomalous warm temperatures,

enhanced soil drying and contributed to an increase in

sensible heat flux in the following months, which en-

hanced the European 2003 summer heat anomaly. The

latter event consisted of two heat waves, one in June and

another in August. The late summer drought in 2003 led

to a net reduction in LAI, especially over crops and

pastures, further decreasing evapotranspiration and in-

creasing temperature over these areas. The work of

Stefanon et al. (2012) was to our knowledge the first

study to investigate the effects of dynamic phenology on

temperature anomalies in France during the 2003 heat

waves. They found that phenology dampened the June

heat wave but amplified the August heat wave.

In this study, we use a regional climate model (RCM)

coupled to a third-generation land surface model

(COSMO-CLM2; see model name explanation in sec-

tion 2a) to investigate impacts of phenology onEuropean

climate. We thereby focus on biogeophysical processes

on monthly to yearly time scales. The model does not

calculate vegetation phenology interactively; instead,

we use a new LAI dataset with daily data over 50 yr

(St€ockli et al. 2011) to prescribe phenology in the model.

This setup allows us to perform model experiments with

realistic LAI interannual variability. In addition, we per-

form sensitivity experiments removing the interannual

variability in LAI (prescribed mean, maximum, and

minimum seasonal cycles). In contrast to other studies

investigating vegetation–climate feedbacks, the analysis

not only focuses on effects onmean summer climate, but

also examines the effect of LAI variability on specific

extreme events. Furthermore, we use experiments with

prescribed soil moisture to compare the effects of veg-

etation phenology versus soil moisture dynamics.

The outline of the study is as follows: section 2 de-

scribes the model and employed dataset as well as the

performed model experiments. In section 3, we in-

vestigate effects from vegetation phenology on mean

summer climate. The effects of LAI changes on tem-

perature extremes are discussed in section 4. We in-

vestigate effects from vegetation phenology on climate

in connection with heat waves and compare them to

impacts of soil moisture–climate feedbacks. Finally, we

analyze in more detail the respective feedbacks during

the 2003 and 2007 European summer heat waves and

droughts. Section 5 presents the discussion of the main

results and the conclusions.

2. Methods and data

a. Model description

We use the COSMO-CLM2 RCM (Davin et al. 2011;

Davin and Seneviratne 2012). COSMO-CLM2 consists

of the nonhydrostatic RCM COSMO-CLM [the Con-

sortium for Small-scale Modeling (COSMO) model in

climate mode; Rockel et al. 2008], version 4.8.11, coupled

to the Community Land Model, version 3.5 (CLM3.5,

Oleson et al. 2008). CLM3.5 is a third-generation land

surface model (LSM) representing hydrological, bio-

geophysical, and biogeochemical processes that deter-

mine the exchange of radiation, heat, water, and chemical

compounds between the land and the atmosphere.

CLM3.5 resolves more processes than the standard land

surface scheme inCOSMO-CLMand its overall structure
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is more complex.Most importantly, CLM3.5 contains an

explicit link between stomatal conductance and photo-

synthesis. The version of COSMO-CLM2 used in this

study has been evaluated over Europe by Davin and

Seneviratne (2012) and Lorenz et al. (2012). The use of

CLM3.5 improves the simulation of several variables

(e.g., surface fluxes, radiation fluxes, temperature, and

precipitation). The main improvement in COSMO-

CLM2 over the standard COSMO-CLM is a better

partitioning of the turbulent fluxes.

COSMO-CLM2 offers several options related to the

dynamical core and physical packages.We use the second-

order leapfrog scheme for time integration. Vertical

turbulent mixing is parameterized by a level-2.5 closure

using turbulent kinetic energy as prognostic variable

(Mellor andYamada 1974, 1982). Themass flux scheme

of Tiedtke (1989) is used for moist convection and large-

scale precipitation is parameterized with a four-category

one-moment cloud–ice scheme including clouds and

rainwater, snow, and ice. CLM3.5 is used here without

carbon–nitrogen dynamics and ecosystem dynamics;

hence, LAI is not calculated interactively and is pre-

scribed based on satellite data instead.

b. Leaf area index dataset

The default LAI dataset in CLM3.5 is based on Mod-

erate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)

satellite data and contains only a monthly climatology

(Lawrence and Chase 2007). In this study, the default da-

taset is replaced with a new global reanalysis of vegetation

phenology presented in St€ockli et al. (2011). This newer

product covers 50 yr by using a prognostic phenology

model driven by European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Re-Analysis

(ERA-Interim) and40-yrECMWFRe-Analysis (ERA-40)

meteorological data. The phenology model is con-

strained by 10 years of quality screened MODIS ob-

servations and delivers a daily LAI dataset with a mean

LAI uncertainty of 0.34m2m22. The same subgrid-

scale representation of plant functional types (PFTs)

as in CLM3.5 is used and the dataset contains values

per individual PFT. The final dataset contains 50 yr of

daily 18 3 18 global phenology with photosynthetically

active radiation (FPAR) and LAI, as well as their un-

certainty. For details on the method see St€ockli et al.

(2011).

Figure 1 shows the annual cycle of LAI statistics for

two subdomains in Europe [Figs. 1a,b; subdomains

France and eastern Europe from the Prediction of Re-

gional Scenarios and Uncertainties for Defining Euro-

pean Climate Change Risks and Effects (PRUDENCE)

project; see section 2e(2) for definition and Fig. 1c for

areas on map]. We display the climatology, minimum

and maximum range, and as an example the year 2003

(which displayed a major drought and two heat waves;

see also section 1). The drop in LAI was most pro-

nounced in France during 2003 (Fig. 1a). The range

between all-time minimum andmaximum LAI is largest

in eastern Europe. This can also be seen in Fig. 1c, which

shows the standard deviation in LAI over the whole

domain during summer, hence, the interannual summer

LAI variability. The variability is largest in eastern

Europe, the Balkans, and Scandinavia. However, gener-

ally the variability in our dataset is rather small compared

to other, satellite-only-based, datasets (e.g., Buermann

et al. 2001; Guillevic et al. 2002).

FIG. 1. Seasonal cycles in LAI over (a) France and (b) eastern Europe for the climatology of the LAI dataset (PHENOclim), the

minimum (PHENOmin) and maximum (PHENOmax) range, and the year 2003. (c) The interannual variability in LAI and the areas of the

PRUDENCE domains.
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c. E-OBS observations

Weuse the E-OBSgridded version 8.0 of theEuropean

Climate Assessment and Dataset (ECA&D; Haylock

et al. 2008) to validate the 2003 and 2007 maximum daily

temperature anomalies. E-OBS is a daily gridded obser-

vational dataset for precipitation and temperature in

Europe based on ECA&D information. The full dataset

covers the period 1950–2012.

d. Experimental setup

We performed several model runs with COSMO-

CLM2 (Table 1). The reference run (CTL) uses the LAI

dataset of St€ockli et al. (2011) including interannual

variability and calculates SM interactively. Experiment

PHENOclim is the same as CTL except that the inter-

annual variability of LAI has been removed by using the

daily climatology (1989–2010) from CTL. Similarly, in

experiments PHENOmin and PHENOmax a daily clima-

tology of LAI is also prescribed. PHENOmax (PHENOmin)

uses for each day of the year the highest (lowest) LAI

values out of the 1989–2010 time series, hence, amaximum

(minimum) seasonal cycle. Thus, PHENOmin represents

late and weak greening of the vegetation and early

senescence, while PHENOmax represents early and

strong greening of the vegetation and late senescence.

PHENOzero is an extreme experiment to test the model

sensitivity when LAI is always set to zero. Finally,

PHENOold uses the default LAI dataset from Lawrence

and Chase (2007) used in the Community LandModel in

order to assess the sensitivity of the modeled climate to

the prescribed LAI dataset.

Note that our setup does not allow for phenological

feedbacks strictu sensu, since LAI is prescribed in the

simulations and not dynamically computed by the

model. However, the impact of phenology anomalies in

single years (e.g., during the extreme 2003 and 2007

events, to be discussed hereafter) can be considered

as feedbacks, because they result from the (observed)

response of phenology to the respective climate anom-

alies during these events. This prerequisite holds as long

as the climate anomalies remain similar in the different

model runs, which is complied with in the present case.

In addition, experiments with prescribed SM and,

therefore, no influence from the atmosphere on the SM

state were also performed (using a common approach to

decouple land and atmosphere; e.g., Koster et al. 2004;

Seneviratne et al. 2006; Jaeger and Seneviratne 2011;

Lorenz et al. 2012). These experiments use the same set

up as CTL, except that SM is prescribed at very low

(DRY) or climatological values (SMclim). In the DRY

run, SM is prescribed to very low values of 0.05% by

volume, to represent an extreme dry situation. SMclim is

more realistic and uses the SM climatological cycle from

CTL (1990–2010). In SMclim, both soil liquid and soil ice

content are prescribed to the climatological values from

CTL. The difference between PHENOclim and CTL

corresponds to the effect of interannual variability in

LAI, while the difference between SMclim and CTL

corresponds to the effect of interannual variability in

SM. But whereas LAI is prescribed in SMclim, SM is

interactive in PHENOclim.

All model runs have 0.448 (;50 km) horizontal reso-

lution, 32 vertical atmospheric layers, and a model time

step of 240 s. Lateral boundary conditions were derived

from ERA-Interim reanalysis data (Dee et al. 2011).

This is the latest ECMWF global atmospheric reanalysis,

covering the data-rich period since 1979, and continuing

in real time. All simulations cover the years 1989–2010.

The first year is used as spinup and only data from 1990–

2010 are analyzed.

e. Analysis methodology

1) TEMPORAL AVERAGING

Generally, we analyze the simulations over seasons,

using June–August (JJA) for summer and March–May

(MAM) for spring. The mean of the corresponding

TABLE 1. Overview of experiments.

Short name Interactive SM Interannual varying LAI Description

CTL U U Reference run with daily LAI values with interannual variability (St€ockli
et al. 2011) and interactive SM

PHENOclim U Daily seasonal cycle of LAI from CTL

PHENOmin U Lowest LAI values of day of the year out of the total time series from CTL

for each day of the year, minimum experiment

PHENOmax U Highest LAI values of day of the year out of the total time series from CTL

for each day of the year, maximum experiment

PHENOzero U LAI always zero, extreme experiment to test model sensitivity

PHENOold U LAI based on older, default dataset (Lawrence and Chase 2007)

SMclim U Soil moisture prescribed to seasonal cycle from CTL, LAI as in CTL

DRY U Extreme dry run where SM is prescribed to 0.05% by volume, LAI as in CTL
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variables is calculated over the respective months over

the period 1990–2010. As a measure for interannual

climate variability we use the interannual standard de-

viation (s) of the respective variables.

2) SPATIAL AVERAGING

To analyze data over particular regions we use the

PRUDENCE domains for spatial averaging. These

European subdomains are defined in Christensen and

Christensen (2007) and elsewhere and include eight re-

gions: Britain and Ireland (BI), Iberian Peninsula (IP),

France (FR),mid-Europe (ME), Scandinavia (SC), Alps

(AL), Mediterranean (MD), and eastern Europe (EA).

The exact regions are indicated in the map in Fig. 1c.

3) HEAT WAVE DURATION INDICES

We use several heat wave duration indices (Table 2).

The exact definition of a heat wave index can have

a crucial influence on the results of respective analyses

(e.g., Lorenz et al. 2010; Perkins et al. 2012). Therefore,

we check if our results are robust for several indices. We

use indices in which the 90th percentile of daily tem-

peratures is used as threshold to define if a day is con-

sidered as a hot day or not. For the heat wave duration

index (hwdi) and hot spells the 90th percentile is cal-

culated from the reference run. For hwdi+ and hot

spells+, the 90th percentile is calculated from the re-

spective experiment, in order to remove the effect from

the change in mean summer climate, that is, focusing on

intrinsic persistence of the hot day anomalies for the

respective runs (see also Lorenz et al. 2010). Then, we

investigate the mean duration of heat waves over the

time series at each grid point. For hwdi we only look at

daily maximum temperature, for the hot spells also

minimum daily temperatures are considered (to in-

vestigate heat waves with hot days and warm nights).

Only heat waves where the 90th percentile threshold is

exceeded for at least two consecutive days (and nights

for hot spells) are taken into account.

3. Effect of LAI and SM changes on mean summer
climate

a. Model sensitivity to vegetation phenology changes

The experiment with zero LAI (PHENOzero) shows

that the simulated mean summer climate is not very

sensitive even to extreme vegetation changes (Fig. 2).

TABLE 2. Overview of heat wave indices shown in the figures.

Name Definition

hwdi Mean heat wave duration where daily maximum temperature is above the long-term

90th percentile from the reference run.

hwdi+ Mean heat wave duration index where daily maximum temperature is above the long-term

90th percentile from the respective run itself.

hot spells Mean heat wave duration where daily maximum and daily minimum temperature are above

the long-term 90th percentile from the reference run.

hot spells+ Mean heat wave duration where daily maximum and daily minimum temperature are above

the long-term 90th percentile from the respective run itself.

FIG. 2. Mean JJA regional averages (a) 2-m temperature and (b) precipitation for PHENOzero vs CTL (gray) and

DRY vs CTL (black).
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Temperature is increased as expected but at most by 18C
(Fig. 2a). Precipitation is decreased over most of Eu-

rope, but the differences to the reference run are small

(Fig. 2b). Figure 2 also includes the corresponding re-

sults for experiment DRY. In the DRY run temperature

changes reach up to 58C (Fig. 2a) and precipitation is

decreased by up to 40mm per month (Fig. 2b). Hence,

the model’s mean summer climate is substantially more

sensitive to extreme SM changes than LAI (by a factor

of about 3–5 for temperature and 6–8 for precipitation,

depending on the geographical region). In addition, we

note that replacing the default Lawrence and Chase

(2007) LAI dataset by the dataset of St€ockli et al. (2011)

has a rather small impact on the simulated climate (i.e.,

for CTL versus PHENOold; see appendix A, especially

Fig. A2) and that model performance compared to ob-

servations is not substantially affected (Fig. A3). Hence,

using realistic, yearly varying LAI data does not lead to

a clear improvement or a decline in model performance

in our experiments, at least for mean summer climate.

However, the performed sensitivity experiments suggest

that the prescribing of realistic daily phenology fields

can be relevant for capturing extreme events (see below).

One reason for the smaller impact of LAI versus SM is

the compensating mechanism provided by ground

evaporation. In experiment DRY, both ground evapo-

ration and transpiration get close to zero, whereas in

PHENOzero transpiration and interception are switched

off but ground evaporation is increased, thus maintain-

ing evaporation at a substantial level. The fact that

ground evaporation compensates for the decrease in

transpiration to such a large degree in the model may be

questioned and has been identified as a possible de-

ficiency in CLM (Lawrence and Chase 2009; Boisier

et al. 2012). Indeed, as CLM3.5 is currently parameter-

ized, capillary forces can efficiently bring moisture from

deep water stores up to the surface, maintaining rela-

tively high ground evaporation even during periods of

no rain (Oleson et al. 2008; Lawrence et al. 2011).

Hence, although experiment PHENOzero is meant to

capture the maximum effect potentially arising from

changes in LAI, the effect may still be larger in reality

than in the model.

b. Minimum (PHENOmin) and maximum
(PHENOmax) LAI experiments

Compared to CTL, PHENOmin and PHENOmax rep-

resent cases with maximum or minimum LAI, re-

spectively. In PHENOmin, smaller LAI compared to

CTL leads to a decrease in transpiration (Fig. 3a). The

resulting enhancement in ground evaporation compen-

sates a large fraction of this decrease in transpiration

(Fig. 3c), resulting in only about a 1–3Wm22 drop in

latent heat flux (lE; Fig. 3e). The decrease in lE and the

resulting increase in 2-m temperature (T2m; Fig. 4a) are

most pronounced around the Black Sea. The 2-m tem-

perature shows a slight increase in PHENOmin. The

daily minimum temperature (Tmin) is also increased

whereas this effect is larger than the impact onT2m (Fig. 4c).

Figures 1a and 1b show that the rise in LAI in

PHENOmax compared to CTL is smaller than the de-

crease in PHENOmin (because minimum LAI is farther

away from the LAI climatology than the maximum

LAI). Accordingly, the increase in transpiration (Fig.

3b) and the decrease in ground evaporation (Fig. 3d) in

PHENOmax are smaller than the opposite effects in

PHENOmin. Additionally, PHENOmax also shows re-

gions with increased ground evaporation, even though

the main signal is a decrease. These regions result in

a clear increase in latent heat flux in PHENOmax (Fig.

3f). However, the resulting net change in latent heat flux

is very similar in magnitude in both experiments. The

decrease in T2m in PHENOmax (Fig. 4b) is limited to

southern and eastern Europe. As in PHENOmin, Tmin is

slightly more affected than T2m (Fig. 4d).

In addition to temperature, Figs. 4e and 4f show the

soil moisture index (SMI). SMI expresses soil moisture

relative to field capacity (FC) and plant wilting point

(PWP) as SMI5 (Q2QPWP)/(QFC 2QPWP), where Q is

soil moisture in volumetric water content. SMI describes

soil moisture within the available water capacity and

therefore the water stress for vegetation (SMI 5 1: no

stress; SMI 5 0: no water available; e.g., Betts 2004;

Seneviratne et al. 2010). SMI was calculated over the

first eight soil levels, which correspond approximately to

the root depth. The differences in SMI for the phenology

experiments are small. However, the pattern shows

where more or less moisture stays in the soil due to the

change in LAI. In PHENOmin increased SMI compared

to CTL dominates, reflecting the decrease in evapo-

transpiration (which leads to more SM remaining in the

soil). The regions in PHENOmax where SMI is decreased

are about as large as regions with increased SMI. Re-

gions where the largest increase in latent heat flux occurs

in PHENOmax (Fig. 3f) correspond to regions where

SMI is increased (Fig. 4f). These are the regions where

the increase in LAI does not lead to enhanced SM de-

pletion but to increased SM at the end. In general, total

evapotranspiration decreases when LAI is lower and

increases when LAI is higher. However, the density and

activity of vegetation cover have not only a direct effect

on transpiration, but also an indirect effect on ground

evaporation via impacts on SM and shading of the

ground (Notaro et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2010). The net

effect of vegetation state on total evapotranspiration,

and thus also sensible heat flux, depends on additional
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FIG. 3. Differences between (left) PHENOmin and (right) PHENOmax and CTL inmean summer (a),(b)

canopy transpiration, (c),(d) ground evaporation, and (e),(f) latent heat flux.
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FIG. 4. As in Fig. 3, but for (a),(b) 2-m temperature, (c),(d) daily minimum temperature, and (e),(f) soil

moisture index.
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factors such as climate conditions and land cover type

and therefore varies among regions (Katul et al. 2012;

Wang and Dickinson 2012). Consequently, there are

large regional differences in the effects from a change

in LAI.

The differences between the phenology experiments

in spring are generally less pronounced than in summer

and very small (and therefore not shown). The same

effect as in summer occurs; that is, much of the change in

transpiration is compensated by ground evaporation.

This response could be specific to the model used be-

cause of the overcompensation of changes in transpira-

tion by ground evaporation (asmentioned in section 3a),

and effects during spring are possibly larger in reality.

The largest effect of increased or decreased LAI

on mean summer climate is found for Tmin in the

PHENOmin experiment in Scandinavia and parts of

eastern Europe (Fig. 4c). Note that Tmin increases more

than Tmax and hence the diurnal temperature range

(DTR) is decreased. The DTR has been shown to be

sensitive to several factors, including land surface veg-

etation andmoisture availability (Zhou et al. 2007, 2008;

Zhang et al. 2009; Jaeger and Seneviratne 2011; Jeong

et al. 2011). Zhou et al. (2007) propose that a decrease in

either soil emissivity and/or vegetation cover would

act to increase Tmin more than Tmax. Soil moisture in-

fluences the thermal capacity of the soil. In dry condi-

tions, daytime heat storage is increased as a result of less

shading of the soil and more soil heating during the day.

In wet conditions, longwave heat loss is decreased as

a result of lower soil emissivity. In addition, a reduction

in vegetation cover exposes more soil directly to the

atmosphere, which increases the importance of the soil’s

emissivity for absorption and emission of longwave ra-

diation. So, more heat is transferred from the soil to

the atmosphere via H, increasing nighttime tempera-

tures in particular. This mechanism can be applied to

PHENOmin as well. Daily minimum temperatures usu-

ally occur shortly before sunrise and hence they are

mostly affected by outgoing longwave radiation

(LWout). Note that LWout is higher in the less dense

canopy of PHENOmin than in CTL in summer. Hence, in

PHENOmin more energy is stored in the soil during

the day that can be emitted during the night. Because

of decreased (increased) LAI, LWout is increased (de-

creased) and therefore Tmin is also increased (decreased).

c. Effect of removing interannual variability
in phenology

The effect of removing the interannual variability in

LAI on mean summer climate is shown in Figs. 5a,c,e

and 6a,c,e. Since only the interannual variability in LAI

is removed, while the mean LAI is conserved, no large

effects on the mean climate are expected. Indeed, the

effect on mean summer climate is small. In southeastern

Europe we obtain the clearest signal: ground evapora-

tion is mainly decreased in this region, resulting in de-

creased lE (Figs. 5a,c,e). The corresponding increase in

temperature is very small (Figs. 6a,c) and other regions

display the opposite effect. In contrast to PHENOmin

and PHENOmax, removing interannual variability has

a more pronounced effect on T2m than Tmin. Only small

differences in SMI are seen, the most pronounced one

being a decrease in southeastern Europe that corre-

sponds to the region where ground evaporation and la-

tent heat flux are decreased in PHENOclim. The effect

on mean spring climate is even smaller than for summer

(not shown).

d. Effect of removing interannual variability in SM

The effect of removing the interannual variability in

SM onmean summer climate is shown in Figs. 5b,d,f and

6b,d,f. Canopy transpiration, ground evaporation, and

latent heat flux all show the same pattern, an increase in

southern Europe and a decrease in central and northern

Europe (Figs. 5b,d,f). The effect on lE is more pro-

nounced than for the phenology experiments since the

changes in canopy transpiration and ground evaporation

are of the same sign everywhere. The effect on tem-

perature is also more pronounced, showing a clear, ho-

mogeneous, decrease inT2m andTmin (Figs. 6b,d). There

is almost no change in SMI between SMclim and CTL

(Fig. 6f).

In the SMclim experiment evapotranspiration is gen-

erally not SM-limited, whereas we expect it to be in CTL

in some summers. This thus causes the consistent in-

crease in evapotranspiration seen in SMclim compared to

CTL in southern Europe. The decrease in evapotrans-

piration in northern Europe is more difficult to explain

and is caused by a limitation of the approach we use to

prescribe SM. Soil ice and liquid water are prescribed

individually; however, after these values are set the

model adjusts the fraction of liquid and ice according to

the temperature within one time step. In northern Eu-

rope evapotranspiration is energy limited and not SM

limited. Temperature is overall decreased in SMclim

(Figs. 6b,d). The overall decrease in temperature shows

that the effect of making the dry years wetter is larger, in

accordance with the fact that Europe generally is char-

acterized by humid conditions and is only significantly

modified under drier conditions. It also suggests that

there are some nonlinearities in the European climate

response to soil moisture (Jaeger and Seneviratne 2011).

Because of this decrease in temperature, the proportion

of the prescribed soil ice and soil liquid water does not

correspond to the modeled temperature anymore and
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FIG. 5. Differences between (left) PHENOclim and CTL and (right) SMclim and CTL in mean summer

(a),(b) canopy transpiration, (c),(d) ground evaporation, and (e),(f) latent heat flux.
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FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for (a),(b) 2-m temperature, (c),(d) daily minimum temperature, and (e),(f) soil

moisture index.
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the amount of soil ice is increased. This leads to an in-

crease in ground heat flux, reducing the available energy

forH and lE and therefore reducing evapotranspiration

in the (energy limited) northern part of the continent.

4. Effect of LAI and SM changes on temperature
extremes

a. Phenology effects on heat wave duration

Figure 7 displays differences to CTL in four heat wave

duration indices for PHENOmin (orange), PHENOmax

(turquoise), PHENOclim (violet), and SMclim (blue) for

all eight PRUDENCE subdomains. In this section we

focus on Figs. 7a and 7c. Even though the differences

from CTL for the PHENOmin and PHENOmax experi-

ments were larger than for PHENOclim for the mean

summer climate, the effect of removing interannual

variability in LAI has an effect on heat waves that is of

a similar order of magnitude as for the maximum and

minimum experiments. The two heat wave indices hwdi

(Fig. 7a) and hot spells (Fig. 7c) are comparable in their

spatial patterns. The duration of the hot spells is

generally shorter than hwdi since they also take into ac-

count warm nights in their definition. The general geo-

graphical regions of increased and decreased heat wave

duration for an experiment are similar for the two heat

wave indices. PHENOmin exhibits an increase in hwdi and

hot spells in all regions. PHENOmax shows increasing

hwdi and hot spells for northern regions (BI,ME, and SC)

and decreasing hwdi and hot spells in all other regions.

PHENOclim mostly shows increasing hwdi and hot spells.

However, the patterns are not homogeneous (not

shown), which indicates that other effects (e.g., climate

conditions or vegetation or soil types) are of similar

importance, especially at the local scale. As discussed in

section 3b, changes in LAI can have different effects in

different regions since several processes (transpiration,

ground evaporation, shading of ground and therefore

change in available net radiation, etc.) interact and

modify one another. Therefore, depending on the geo-

graphical region, the effects from phenology on heat

waves vary in sign and magnitude. Generally, a higher

LAI decreases interannual temperature variability and

tends to decrease heat wave lengths. A lower LAI rather

increases heat wave length.

FIG. 7. Differences in mean heat wave indices: (a) hwdi, (b) hwdi+, (c) hot spells, and (d) hot spells+.
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b. Phenology versus soil moisture effects on heat
waves

To assess the impact of vegetation phenology versus SM

on climate we compare prescribed-SM and prescribed-

phenology experiments. In the SM experiment (SMclim),

SM is prescribed to the seasonal cycle from CTL. The

counterpart is PHENOclim, where LAI is prescribed to

a daily climatological cycle. Since SM is still interactive in

PHENOclim whereas LAI is prescribed in SMclim, the two

experiments are not totally equivalent. Nevertheless, by

comparing the differences between PHENOclim 2 CTL

and SMclim 2 CTL for temperature extremes we roughly

see the difference in vegetation versus SM effects (Fig. 7,

violet and blue bars).

For the SM experiment we find a decrease in heat

wave duration over almost all of Europe. For

PHENOclim Fig. 7 displays regions with increases and

regions with decreases. In some regions, all phenology

experiments (in which no interannual variability in LAI

is present) have enhanced heat wave duration (e.g., ME

and SC). This suggests that in these regions the vari-

ability in LAI is most important for heat wave duration,

and not the actual LAI level. The effects from

PHENOclim are smaller compared to SMclim, especially

for hwdi. However, the effects on mean summer tem-

perature are smaller for the phenology experiments (see

Fig. 6b, with a decrease in mean summer temperature

$0.58C over large areas). This has an influence on the

extremes if we calculate heat wave duration with refer-

ence to CTL (as shown in Figs. 7a,c). If we look at hwdi+

and hot spells+ (Figs. 7b,d) where we take the 90th

percentile from SMclim and PHENOclim, respectively,

we can set aside the impact of mean temperature

changes on the spell durations (see also Lorenz et al.

2010). For the phenology experiments the differences

between these indices (hwdi and hwdi+) are rather

small, since the changes in mean summer climate are

very small. When we use hwdi+ and hot spells+ the ef-

fects from the SM and phenology experiment are more

comparable in magnitude or even more pronounced for

phenology for hot spells+ in some regions (e.g., ME in

Fig. 7d). The effect of prescribing SM to the climatology

is alleviating heat waves everywhere except hot spells+

in BI and SC, whereas the effect of prescribing phenol-

ogy without interannual variability increases heat wave

duration in most regions.

c. Case study: Hot summer 2003 in western
and central Europe

During the 2003 summer, Europe experienced a

record-breaking hot summer (Sch€ar et al. 2004), which

was possibly the hottest of the last 500 years (Luterbacher

et al. 2004). Two main heat waves occurred, the first one

in June and the second, even hotter, in August. The main

cause for the occurring heat waves was a persistent anti-

cyclonic circulation anomaly (e.g., Ferranti and Viterbo

2006; Garc�ıa-Herrera et al. 2010). Several studies have

shown that an SM deficit enhanced the hot tempera-

tures in summer 2003, especially during the second heat

wave in August (Ferranti and Viterbo 2006; Fischer

et al. 2007a,b). It has also been suggested that early

vegetation green-up together with a precipitation def-

icit in spring 2003 played an important role for the heat

wave (e.g., Zaitchik et al. 2006; Fischer et al. 2007a,b;

Loew et al. 2009). A general analysis of the heat wave

characteristics and its representation in the CTL simula-

tion can be found in the appendices.

Figure 8a displays the time series of the anomalies in

prescribed LAI (in green) averaged over France. A

negative LAI anomaly is seen in summer. However,

there is only a very small positive LAI anomaly in spring

and early summer, in contrast to the expectations from,

for example, Zaitchik et al. (2006), Fischer et al. (2007b),

and Loew et al. (2009), who proposed an early vegeta-

tion onset. Lafont et al. (2012) found a more contrasted

response with above-normal LAI in northwestern

France and below-normal LAI in southeastern France in

June. We find a positive LAI anomaly over the Alps

(and Scandinavia) in June (Fig. B1a) in our data; in-

dicating that some regions experienced more pro-

nounced greening due to the warm spring. However, we

do not find distinct positive anomalies in vegetation

state during spring in other regions.

Figure 8a also displays the time series of the simulated

(CTL) SM and Tmax anomalies averaged over France.

SM was already smaller than normally in spring and this

negative anomaly became even more pronounced in

summer. The positive temperature anomalies in summer

show the timing of the 2003 heat waves, with the distinct

heat wave peaks in June and August. In addition to the

model results, the temperature anomaly for E-OBS

observations is shown in black. Additional maps illus-

trating the 2003 heat waves and drought are presented in

the appendix (Fig. B1). This figure shows anomalies in

LAI (Figs. B1a–c), SM (Figs. B1d–f), Tmax (Figs. B1g–i),

lE (Figs. B1j–l), H (Figs. B1m–o), and Rnet (net radi-

ation; Figs. B1p–r) for June, July, and August 2003 as

maps over Europe. Altogether, the development of the

2003 summer in the model simulations is consistent

with results from E-OBS observations and the known

literature, even if the temperature anomaly is rather

underestimated.

To illustrate the influence of vegetation and SM state

on the heat waves, Fig. 8a also displays the anomalies in

Tmax for PHENOclim and SMclim and Fig. 8b shows these
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differences from CTL directly. Additionally, in Fig. 8a

the SM anomaly for PHENOclim is shown. Generally,

the time evolution of Tmax is similar in all model runs.

Hence, soil moisture and phenology do not influence the

main features of the heat waves. However, the largest

peak in August is clearly smaller in the runs without

variability in phenology and SM, respectively (Fig. 8b).

The net effects from phenology and SM feedbacks around

the hottest days in August (averaged over 1 week) in

France are summarized in Table 3. The heat wave peak

is dampened by more than 18C by climatological SM

and almost 0.58C by climatological LAI. The first ex-

tended heat wave in June is amplified by climatological

SM as well as climatological LAI. The SM anomaly in

PHENOclim is larger than the one in CTL causing the

Tmax peak to be highest for PHENOclim in June.

d. Case study: Hot summer 2007 in southeastern
Europe

A similar analysis was carried out for the heat wave

that occurred in southeastern Europe during 2007. The

2007 heat wave had large impacts in the affected regions,

ranging from excess deaths to power outages and forest

fires (Founda and Giannakopoulos 2009; Barriopedro

et al. 2011). Figure 9a displays the time series of LAI,

FIG. 8. (a) Anomalies in total leaf area index in CTL, soil moisture in CTL and PHENOclim, and daily maximum temperature in CTL,

PHENOclim, and SMclim and (b) differences in Tmax anomalies between PHENOclim and CTL and SMclim and CTL during spring and

summer 2003 in France.

TABLE 3. Differences in Tmax during heat wave peaks (averaged

over 1 week) in 2003 and 2007 between CTL and PHENOclim and

CTL and SMclim, respectively.

Year Domain CTL 2 PHENOclim CTL 2 SMclim

2003 FR 10.48 11.19

2007 EA 10.65 11.33
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SM, and Tmax over eastern Europe during 2007, in-

cluding the temperature anomaly from E-OBS obser-

vations. Generally, the temperature anomaly compares

well with the observed values. However, the positive

temperature anomaly in April is not well captured in the

model runs. In the appendix (Fig. B2), the associated

anomalies during summer 2007 for LAI, SM, Tmax, lE,
H, and Rnet are provided as maps over Europe. The af-

fected region was restricted to southeastern Europe

where a large negative anomaly in soil moisture persisted

during the whole summer. The negative soil moisture

anomaly was caused by pronounced negative precipita-

tion anomalies during winter 2007 over the entire Medi-

terranean (e.g., Luterbacher et al. 2007). In contrast to

the 2003 event, the 2007 event starts with a pronounced

positive LAI anomaly in spring. A negative LAI anomaly

established over July and August. Note also that the re-

gion affected by the 2007 heat wave overlaps with the

region where the interannual variability in LAI is among

the largest in our dataset. This area is, therefore, expected

to bemore affected by phenology feedbacks than the rest

of Europe.

Againwe display the anomalies inTmax for PHENOclim

and SMclim, and the SM anomaly for PHENOclim in ad-

dition to CTL. At the heat wave peak in July we see the

same effect as for the 2003 heat waves, a dampening of the

peak for PHENOclim and SMclim. Figure 9b and Table 3

reveal that LAI dampens the heat wave by more than

0.58C and SM by more than 18C. Hence, the dampening

of the heat wave peak from applying climatological LAI

is about half that resulting from prescribing climatologi-

cal SM.However, the smaller heat wave peak inAugust is

higher in PHENOclim than CTL. In this case also the

duration of the positive Tmax anomaly is modified by the

experiments. If we take SM into account as well, we see

that the SM anomaly in PHENOclim is even more

FIG. 9. As in Fig. 8, but during spring and summer 2007 in eastern Europe.
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pronounced than in the reference run inAugust.Hence, the

cause for the enhanced Tmax in PHENOclim in August is

due to SM–temperature feedbacks. The fact that LAI does

not decrease in PHENOclim leads to a stronger SM de-

pletion compared to experiment CTL, thereby further

amplifying the heat wave. Thus, the 2007 case confirms that

phenology effects can either dampenor amplify heatwaves.

Their overall sign depends on whether the SM depletion

effect or the transpiration reduction effect is dominant.

5. Discussion and conclusions

In this study we performed RCM experiments to in-

vestigate impacts of phenology on climate and compare

theirmagnitude to that of soilmoisture–climate feedbacks.

Our results suggest that today’s European mean spring

and summer climate is not strongly affected by vegetation

phenology, although we note that the employed model

might have a tendency to underestimate phenological ef-

fects on climate due to an overly large compensation effect

between transpiration and ground evaporation.

Specifically, the simulated effects from phenology on

mean summer climate are much smaller than those from

SM. Since variability in LAI is not very pronounced over

Europe, effects may be larger in regions where the LAI

variability is more extreme (Bounoua et al. 2000;

Lawrence and Slingo 2004; Rechid and Jacob 2006).

Additionally, model structural biases, such as low soil

moisture variability (Oleson et al. 2008) or total soil

moisture or evapotranspiration partitioning (Lawrence

and Chase 2009), could affect the sensitivity of the

model in our experiments. Levis and Bonan (2004) have

shown a relatively strong impact on springtime warming

rates from the timing of leaf emergence using an earlier

version of the Community Land Model (CLM2). CLM2

was drier on average than the version used here, which

possibly caused the larger response to LAI. In particu-

lar, the large compensation of changes in transpiration

by ground evaporation is questionable (Lawrence and

Chase 2009; Boisier et al. 2012) in the present version.

Hence, the influence of vegetation phenology on climate

could be larger in reality than in the model we used.

The effects of phenology in the context of climate

extremes, however, are found to be important. We

found that effects on heat wave duration are of the same

order of magnitude for phenology and SM, if we do not

take into account the larger effect on mean summer

climate in the case of SM. The climatological state of

LAI has rather amplifying effects on heat wave dura-

tion. In general, late and weak greening has amplifying

effects on heat waves and early and strong greening has

dampening effects; however, the effects from strong

greening depend largely on the considered region.

In the case of the 2003 summer, the model simulations

are largely consistent with results from other studies.

However, our dataset does not show early greening of the

vegetation over large areas as shown by Zaitchik et al.

(2006) for France and proposed by Fischer et al. (2007b).

We only find positive anomalies in LAI over Scandinavia

and the Alps in early summer 2003. This is consistent with

the findings of Jolly et al. (2005). Phenology effects did

nonetheless play a role during 2003, as our dataset shows

a pronounced decrease inLAI during this hot summer.We

could show that the decrease in LAI further increased

maximum temperatures during July andAugust in France.

Stefanon et al. (2012) investigated interactive vegetation

phenology in 2003 and found a dampening effect in the

June heat wave and an amplifying effect of interactive

vegetation in the August heat wave. Our results confirm

this finding. Hence, phenology amplified the 2003 event by

about 0.58C during the hottest period in August, but did

not initiate it.We also analyzed the heat wave occurring in

southeastern Europe during summer 2007. The results for

this event confirm the findings for the 2003 case study that

heat waves can be amplified by phenology impacts.

However, they also show that anomalies in LAI can

dampen heat waves if reduced LAI prevents SM de-

pletion. However, whereas the dampening in June 2003

results from anomalously high evapotranspiration due to

high insolation and slightly higher LAI, inAugust 2007 the

effect that a decreased LAI prevents transpiration and,

therefore, more SM stays in the soil than in the case with

climatological LAI plays a major role. The 2007 case il-

lustrates clearly that in regions with large LAI variability,

phenology plays an important role for extreme tempera-

ture events. Hence, in some cases enhanced temperature

during heat waves can be caused by phenology effects and

drought conditions, whereas we find that the effects from

vegetation phenology generally are about half as large, and

sometimes even as large, as those from soil moisture.

However, the sensitivity of the model used is small to

the applied experiments and the results are dependent

on the model structure. In reality the influence of veg-

etation phenology on climate could be larger. Therefore,

we would like to see similar experiments to be repeated

in other modeling systems to investigate the influence of

the model structure on model sensitivity to vegetation

phenology. In addition, including interactive calculation

of vegetation dynamics and the carbon cycle could reveal

interesting results.Wedid not investigate the sensitivity of

carbon fluxes during heat waves and droughts to phenol-

ogy. The sensitivity of the carbon fluxes might be much

larger since phenology and soil moisture effects amplify

one another for carbon, in contrast to the water fluxes for

which effects of phenology and soil moisture on transpi-

ration and ground evaporation dampen one another.
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APPENDIX A

Evaluation of LAI Data within Models

a. Correlation maps

This appendix displays lag correlations between SM

and LAI as well as Tmax and LAI to ensure that the

FIG. A1. (a),(b) Lag correlation for SM and LAI for (left) lag 0 and (right) lag 30. (c),(d) Lag

correlation for Tmax and LAI for the same lags.
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prescribed LAI corresponds to the simulated soil mois-

ture and temperatures. We could verify the positive

correlation between SM and LAI (since plants rely on

SM for growth) between our LAI dataset and the SM

model output (Figs. A1a,b). The correlation between

Tmax anomalies andLAI anomalies is positive in northern

Europe, some regions in central Europe, northern Spain,

and the Alps (Figs. A1c,d). In contrast, the correlation

is slightly negative in southern Europe. This is rea-

sonable since warm temperatures favor plant growth in

central and northern Europe but excessively high tem-

peratures can have long-term negative effects in the

drier south.

b. CTL versus PHENOold

Figure A2 shows differences in mean summer tem-

perature between PHENOold (older run with default

monthly LAI dataset) and CTL (new daily LAI dataset).

The distribution in plant functional types is not changed

between these two model simulations, only the LAI

dataset. Central Europe shows mainly smaller LAI in

PHENOold whereas there are higher LAI values in

Scandinavia, southern France, the Alpine region, and the

Balkans in PHENOold (Fig. A2a). The main difference in

temperature is a lower temperature in PHENOold by up

to 0.58C (Fig. A2b), which goes along with mainly higher

precipitation (Fig. A2c). Figures A2d–f display the

evapotranspiration-related variables. Transpiration (Fig.

A2d) is mainly higher in PHENOold whereas ground

evaporation (Fig. A2e) is mainly higher in CTL. The

resulting difference in lE (Fig. A2f) is rather small;

PHENOold shows generally higher values especially

in the south, corresponding well with the difference in

T2m. Thus, the effects from the higher LAI values in

PHENOold dominate, resulting in increased lE and

decreased temperature.

FIG. A2. Differences in mean summer (a) LAI, (b) temperature (at 2m), (c) precipitation, (d) canopy transpiration, (e) ground evapo-

ration, and (f) latent heat flux for PHENOold 2 CTL.
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Even though we obtain an increase in T2m of up to

0.58C with the new LAI dataset, the overall performance

compared to observations is not very much influenced.

The standard deviation and correlation are about 0.75–

1.25 and 0.9 in PHENOold, CTL as well as PHENOclim

for daily and monthly summer temperature values

(Fig. A3).

APPENDIX B

Additional Maps for 2003 and 2007 Case Studies

a. 2003 drought and heat waves

Figure B1 shows anomalies in summer 2003 as maps

over Europe. Figures B1a–c show the development of the

pronounced negative LAI anomaly in the area of the heat

waves (Tmax anomalies in Figs. B1g–i). Figures B1d–f

show the associated negative soil moisture anomaly. The

main cause for the occurring heat waves was a persistent

anticyclonic circulation anomaly (e.g., Ferranti and

Viterbo 2006; Garc�ıa-Herrera et al. 2010). Our model

results confirm the associated positive anomalies in net

radiation due to the above-average incoming shortwave

radiation and clear skies (Figs. B1p–r). Already in spring,

we found anomalous high net radiation and associated

temperatures, and below-average precipitation and

negative anomalies in SM. Latent heat flux was higher

than usual already in spring over large areas in Europe

(Fig. B1j). These conditions were even more pronounced

in summer, especially in France and central Europe,

leading to further decreased SM (Fig. B1f). In June, the

positive anomaly in lE was higher than in August in

France and central Europe (Figs. B1j,l), mainly due to

above-average transpiration (not shown). In August

the positive anomaly in transpiration and thus lE de-

creased. The anomaly in H was negative in June over

France and central Europe (Fig. B1m). Total H was

positive, but because warm air was advected from the

large-scale circulation, the air was warmer than the sur-

face. So, hot air was warming the ground more strongly

than under normal conditions. In August, the regions

where we found a positive anomaly in H were more ex-

tended (Fig. B1o). This confirms that the additional en-

ergy provided by the high incoming radiation was less

balanced by latent heat flux; instead, sensible heat flux

was increased even further in late summer. The region

with the strongest Tmax anomalies in August 2003 only

partially overlaps with the region with the highest net

radiation (Fig. B1r). But in France, where the second

phase of the 2003 heat wave was strongest, we find a

pronounced decrease in LAI and SM compared to the

climatology. This indicates a strengthening effect of the

land surface on maximum temperatures in this region

during the 2003 summer. Altogether, summer 2003 was

represented in the model run in agreement with pre-

vious studies.

b. 2007 heat wave

Figure B2 displays anomalies in summer 2007 as maps

over Europe. The first two rows show the associated

FIG. A3. Taylor diagrams for (a) monthly and (b) daily temperature data in PHENOold, CTL, and PHENOclim for all PRUDENCE

domains.
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FIG. B1. Anomalies in (a)–(c) total leaf area index, (d)–(f) soil moisture, (g)–(i) daily maximum temperature, (j)–(l) latent heat flux,

(m)–(o) sensible heat flux, and (p)–(r) net radiation in CTL during (left) June, (center) July, and (right) August 2003.
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FIG. B2. As in Fig. B1, but for 2007.
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decrease in LAI and SM over summer. Figures B2g–i

show the hot temperature anomalies in southeastern

Europe. The latent heat flux exhibited a positive

anomaly at the beginning of summer but then this

anomaly became negative over most of Europe by Au-

gust (Figs. B2 j–l). In contrast, the positive anomaly in

sensible heat flux increased in both magnitude and

geographical extent during summer, confirming a change

in the partitioning of the energy fluxes caused by the

land surface conditions. The resulting positive tempera-

ture anomalies are a combined result of soil moisture–

temperature and phenology–temperature feedbacks. The

shift from positive lE anomalies to negative lE anoma-

lies, and vice versa for H, agrees well with the results of

Teuling et al. (2010) for heat waves over grassland in

Europe.
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